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STUDY GUIDE OBJECTIVES
Opera is an art-form that benefits from spoilers; the more prepared students are in advance of attending the performance, the deeper
and richer their experience will be!
This study guide has been designed to be accessible to all teachers regardless of previous experience in music or opera. Teachers are
encouraged to adapt the lessons to meet the dynamic needs of their students in music rooms, theatres and classrooms. The lessons are
designed to engage students in learning about the opera they will be attending and thinking critically about art and its meaning.
How deeply students go into this material will depend on each teacher. However, we do suggest the following as the minimum
commitment to preparing for the performance.
• Students are familiar with the synopsis and at least one piece of music.
• Students can identify the socio-historical context of the opera (when and where it was written).
• Students are given the opportunity to reflect on and discuss their response to the performance.
The lessons are designed to be either quick or in-depth and for use before the performance and/or after the performance to provide
teachers with the ability to tailor lessons to their classrooms. Each lesson also contains an overview, specific objectives and a list of the
materials needed for the activity.

CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM
The study guide has been prepared in accordance with the new BC Curriculum and targets secondary classes. Each activity addresses
includes specific learning objectives and can be adapted for use in most arts and humanities coursework. Elementary teachers will be
able to modify the activities to meet the needs of their students with little difficulty.
Throughout the secondary arts education curriculum, the big ideas are connected to the role the arts play in society and in our individual
lives. The activities within this study guide address the following themes found within the specific big ideas at each grade level:
1.

Dance, drama, music and visual arts are each unique languages for creating art and communicating.

2. The arts are an essential aspect of building community and interpersonal relationships.
3. The arts reflect and respond to the cultures within which they are performed. Creative works are socially constructed and often
challenges the status quo.
4. Personal and collective identity is explored, expressed and impacted through arts experiences.
These larger concepts can be linked to the big ideas found in the social studies and English/French language arts curriculum. The study
guide has also been prepared in consideration of the First People’s Principles of Learning and whenever possible, activities will include
resources that address the learning standards related to Indigenous knowledge and education.
The study guide for The Barber of Seville was prepared by Rebecca Paulding with Colleen Maybin, Director, Education and Community
Engagement.
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GETTING READY
THREE QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD ASK (AND HAVE ANSWERED) BEFORE COMING TO THE OPERA
WHAT IS OPERA?
Opera is an interdisciplinary experience in which singers and musicians put on a dramatic production. This means that, just as in musicals,
music (sung and instrumental), theatre, and visual art (the set design and creation, as well as costumes and lights) come together to tell
a story. Because opera was first popular in Italy, many of the words associated with it are from the Italian language. The word opera
means work in Italian, as in work of art. Opera is usually written in the language of the composer and the language of the country it will
be heard in.
Opera has been around for a while (for a little over four hundred years, in fact!), and therefore opera-singers sing without microphones,
which hadn’t yet been developed by the time opera started. Opera singers have developed a special singing technique to be heard over
the orchestra without microphones. They sing so loudly that to protect each other’s hearing, they make sure not to face directly towards
each other while singing.
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO SING OPERA?
If you were a top opera singer, you could make as much as $20,000 per performance! And what’s so hard about being an opera singer,
you ask? Opera singers often have as many years of training as physicians. They must learn to have a voice powerful enough to project
across a full orchestra, yet flexible enough to taper to a soft piano level when it is called for. Singers must also learn English, French,
German, and Italian – even Russian and Czech! They must be able to memorize and sing many different operas (which can be up to 4 hours
long!), and to dance and act while singing under hot lights. Critics and journalists are not always kind, and singers must also learn to brush
off negative reviews in time to perform the same show the following night.
HOW DOES AN OPERA GO FROM WORDS AND NOTES ON THE PAGE TO FULLY STAGED PERFORMANCE?
The first thing to happen is the assembly of a creative team which includes the music director, stage director, singers, orchestra musicians,
and set and costume designers. Everyone works with the score and libretto to prepare for the first rehearsals. Opera singers are expected
to arrive at the first rehearsal “off book”, meaning that they must have the entire score memorized in advance! Once the designers have
completed their designs, artists and sewers work to create all the props, sets and costumes. Lighting designers work with the stage director
to add light and shade to the stage. At first the opera is rehearsed in sections – one scene at a time. During “tech week”, everyone moves
into the theatre and all aspects of the opera from the acting to the music to the moving of the sets is practiced over and over again. Finally,
opening night arrives. Et voila! There is an opera!

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID COOPER,
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SYNOPSIS
ACT I
Count Almaviva serenades Rosina, who lives in a house with her elderly guardian, Dr. Bartolo. Figaro the barber enters, boasting of
his many talents, and recognizes the Count. Almaviva offers Figaro a reward if he can arrange a meeting between him and Rosina.
Almaviva—pretending to be a poor student named Lindoro—sings another melody, telling Rosina he has no wealth and can offer only
love. Figaro suggests to Almaviva that he should disguise himself as a soldier to gain entry into Bartolo’s home. Inside Bartolo’s home,
Rosina, determined to be united with her suitor, has written a love letter to “Lindoro.” Figaro enters and conceals himself when Bartolo
enters with his accomplice, the singing teacher Don Basilio. Basilio warns him of Almaviva’s intentions towards Rosina and Bartolo replies
the he himself wants to marry his ward and gain her dowry. Figaro approaches to tell Rosina that Lindoro is in love with her, and that he
will arrange a meeting between them. When Figaro departs, Bartolo accuses Rosina of trying to deceive him. Almaviva enters, disguised
as a drunken soldier, and gives Rosina a note. Bartolo demands to see it, and Rosina hands him last week’s laundry list instead. Bartolo
angrily protests at the presence of a drunken soldier and a platoon of troops arrives to arrest Almaviva. However, when Almaviva
secretly reveals his true name and title to the officer in charge, he is immediately released.
ACT II
Inside Bartolo’s home, Almaviva appears in the disguise of a music teacher, substituting for the supposedly ill Basilio. The suspicious
Bartolo refuses to leave the room during the singing lesson, but Almaviva and Rosina succeed in exchanging words of endearment.
When Basilio arrives in fine health, he is bribed by Almaviva to leave. While Figaro is shaving Bartolo, the lovers plan their elopement.
They are, however, overheard by Bartolo, who is furious at their deception. He throws Figaro and Almaviva out of his home and sends
for a notary so he can marry Rosina without delay. In the evening, Almaviva and Figaro return to Bartolo’s home. Almaviva sneaks
inside and reveals his true identity to the astonished Rosina. The notary arrives with a marriage contract and, at Figaro’s instruction,
enters Almaviva’s name on the contract in place of Bartolo’s. Bartolo enters to find Rosina and Almaviva married but is consoled when
Almaviva allows him to keep her dowry.
Synopsis courtesy of the Canadian Opera Company
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ABOUT
GIOACHINO ROSSINI (1792-1868)
Gioachino Rossini was born in Pesaro, an Italian town in the region of Marche on the Adriatic Sea. He grew up in a very musical home, and
at the age of six, began playing triangle in his father’s band. Unfortunately, Rossini’s father went to jail for his political views, so the family
moved to Bologna where his mother could find work. Rossini’s mother was an opera singer, so during his childhood and teenage years,
Rossini was often found hanging out in the theatre.
At age 15, Rossini began his musical studies at the Philharmonic School in Bologna. During this time, he composed his first opera. He also
studied the music styles of Mo zart, which would have a great influence on his later musical style. Rossini composed 39 operas, most of
which are written in the opera buffa style—music with comedy, charm and wit. Along with The Barber of Seville, Rossini also composed the
famous La Cenerentola (Cinderella). In 1829, at the age of 37, Rossini composed his last opera Guillaume Tell (William Tell). Now living in
Paris, he withdrew from composing opera, and decided to live life and enjoy his surroundings. During the 1850s, Rossini’s Parisian musical
salons on Saturdays were the talk of the town. These were regularly attended by musicians, artists and influencers of Paris.
Rossini’s musical writing is filled with a true charm and grace that previously hadn’t been heard in the opera theatre. His vocal lines allow singers
more time to express and convey the meaning of the text. This was the beginning of what is known as the bel canto style of singing. Bel canto
means beautiful singing in Italian. Rossini’s orchestration is often playful and light, creating space and support for each singer onstage.
THE BARBER OF SEVILLE (1816)
The Barber of Seville was premiered in 1816, and is an opera buffa in two acts. The libretto is written by Cesare Sterbini, and is based on Pierre
Beaumarchais’ French comedy Le Barbier de Seville. Rossini’s opera premiered on February 20th, at the Teatro Argentina in Rome. Despite
having a terrible opening night, where the music director tripped and fell, causing a prolonged nosebleed, and an unexpected cat wandered on
stage, The Barber of Seville remains one of the greatest comic operas of all time. The other is Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro.
Both operas are based on one of the three plays featuring Figaro and Count Almaviva written by Beaumarchais. All three plays were written
in the late 1700s and were very successful. The Barber of Seville was turned into an opera two years after the play was published by another
Italian composer, Giovanni Paisiello. A couple of years later the second play was published and then turned into an opera by Mozart.
Rossini’s version of the first play premiered almost 50 years later and quickly became far more famous, and beloved, than Paisiello’s version.
The Barber of Seville contains many famous melodies and comedic scenes. The melodies are often heard today in TV commercials, movie
soundtracks or even cartoon shows. The most famous being the Rabbit of Seville which is a Looney Tunes theatrical cartoon short released in
1950. This hilarious cartoon takes Rossini’s overture, and sets it to a run around with Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd.
WHAT IS OPERA BUFFA?
This is an Italian term meaning comic opera. It was a genre that was intended for the everyday citizen. Opera buffa works were often more
approachable and lighter, and contained more local dialogue and text that the average person could relate to. The stories were often told
in recitative style, and the arias showcased the characters feelings, while still showing off their voices. The characters themselves showed
more relatable human emotions, and they often poked fun at the upper class. The acting is very important in the opera buffa style, and at the
end of each act, all the main characters come together and sing as an ensemble. One of the reasons The Barber of Seville is so popular is
Rossini’s ability to write music that highlights the comedy.
ROSSINI CRESCENDO
The Rossini crescendo describes a technique that is used extensively in Rossini’s operas. Rossini would repeat a phrase or instrumental
passage over and over again, getting louder with each repetition. The characteristics of a Rossini crescendo include melodic, harmonic and
rhythmic devices found in the orchestration, and of course dynamics! It serves to increase tension and build excitement during a certain point
in the opera. This often happened during the finale of an act where all the characters would gather onstage for a big ensemble number,
concluding with the famous Rossini crescendo.
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

LESSON ONE: KNOW BEFORE YOU GO! (Listening Activity)
Big Ideas:

Dance, drama, music and visual arts are each a unique language for creating and communicating. Experiencing art is
a means to develop empathy for others’ perspectives and experiences.

Category:

Before Performance/Quick

Overview:

Rossini wrote during the beginning of the Romantic era, an era that was known for its emotional outpouring and
sentimentality. Rossini however, resisted these impulses. Instead, he turned to comedy, flavouring his music with catchy
melodies, charm and witty banter. In Figaro’s aria, “Largo al factotum,” the singer is required to articulate many
syllables one after the other at a remarkable, tongue-twisting speed. This is known as a patter song. The effect
is quite impressive yet comedic. “Largo al factotum” appears in the first act, and this recording is of the late Russian
baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky.

Objective:

The objective of this lesson is to ensure students are familiar with music from the opera. They should be able to consider
the impact of repeated listening to enhance their understanding of a piece of music.

Materials:
• High quality recording of “Largo al factotum”
	  https://youtu.be/TKDXr_fimQ8
• 8.5” x 11” piece of paper divided into four columns (landscape)
Lesson:
1. This lesson makes an ideal opening activity for the three or four classes before attending a performance. Simply
	  have the students listen to the aria straight through while writing down what they are hearing, feeling and
	  questioning each time.
2. To get them started the first time, brainstorm a list of things they could listen for including:
		
• Type of voice (female, male, unsure, soprano, tenor, etc.)
		• Instruments they hear (violin, cello, trumpet, piano, etc.)
		• Tempo—fast, slow, both, etc.
		• Form—does the aria have sections they can identify – does anything repeat?
		• How does it start? How does it end?
		• What emotions could be used to describe the music?
		• How does it make them feel?
		• What questions do they have? I wonder....?
3. At the end of each listening session, collect the paper and continue with the lesson
4. Repeat the listening activity at each lesson and encourage the students to add to their list. The questions can be
	   used again to focus on new aspects of the aria.
5. After the final listening session, lead a group discussion on how their understanding and appreciation of the music
	  changed over time. Did it grow on them? Were they able to anticipate each section? What did they hear at the
	  end that they didn’t hear at the beginning?
Extension:

6

Repeat the listening activity with another aria or ensemble number from the show or have students bring in a song
that is unknown to others in the class. Encourage students to use music that is meaningful to them, and repeat the
process. When does a piece of music “stick?” Why is some music easy to listen to repeatedly while other music
becomes less interesting over time?
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

LESSON TWO: THE RABBIT OF SEVILLE
Big Ideas:

Dance, drama, music and visual arts are each a unique language for creating and communicating. Artistic expressions
differ across time and place.

Category:

Before Performance/Quick

Overview:

Stories that resonate with us are often retold through multiple art forms. The Rabbit of Seville is a spoof on Rossini’s
classic opera. In the Looney Tunes adventure, Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd run around while clips of Rossini’s overture
play in the background. This 1950’s Warner Bros classic is still a beloved cartoon, and introduces audiences to the
wonderful world of Rossini.

Objective:

The objective of this lesson is to compare and contrast The Barber of Seville’s overture to the Looney Tunes version.
Students will watch The Rabbit of Seville, and will take note of anything they hear. Is it the same or different? Does
the cartoon distract from the music, or does it help give more of a storyline?

Materials:

• The Rabbit of Seville clip: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2o5y7d
•
•
•
•

The Barber of Seville overture clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OloXRhesab0
Ipads/headphones (if available)
Chart paper – to make T Charts
Markers

Lesson:
1. Introduce the topic of comparing a cartoon clip to an audio recording of Rossini’s overture. Let students know they
	  will be working in groups of 3-4, and will be provided with materials to create a T chart (compare/contrast chart)
2. Play The Rabbit of Seville, and let the students just sit, watch and enjoy.
3. Chat about how some of the music was arranged and scored for the cartoon, while other parts were taken right from
	  Rossini’s overture.
4. Have students break out into groups, and play The Barber of Seville Overture.
5. Pass out ipads (if available) or laptops, and have students compare and contrast each clip by referring to the
	  time—for example: Rossini’s overture at 2:45 is different than the Looney Tunes clip at 2:45. See if students can
	  find three differences
6. Have students draw up their T chart: Looney Tunes vs Rossini’s overture. What is specific to each clip? Can they
	  pick out differences? Are there singing voices in each clip? Are there visual components in each clip? Anything
	  else that’s different?
7. Gather and share ideas
8. Think Pair Share. Find a new partner, and ask them what they thought about the Looney Tunes clip. What did they
	  like about the audio clip of Rossini’s The Barber of Seville?
Extension:

7

Have students create their own Rabbit of Seville spoof, with Rossini’s overture as their audio guide. Students can
create their own characters, and re-name the clip: “___________ of Seville.” Students can use a 2-3 minute portion of
the overture, and may film the clip or perform it live.
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

LESSON THREE: BARBERS THROUGH THE AGES
Big Ideas:

Dance, drama, music and visual arts are each a unique language for creating and communicating. Artistic expressions
differ across time and place.

Category:

After Performance/In-Depth

Overview:

Barbering has been a profession dating back to 5,000 B.C. The role of barbers has changed drastically through the
years. Fast forward to present day barbers, and their daily duties. What is it about barbering that makes it so
comical? How has that changed in today’s society? What are some things that a barber does? What makes a
successful barbershop?

Objective:

The objective of this lesson is to look at the history of barbering. In groups, students will create a Know-Wonder-Learn
chart—filling in the Know and Wonder first, then gather students and watch the short documentary The Figaro’s Sons.
After watching the documentary, have students research for the Learn part of their chart. Students can look at online
sources, magazines or even local barbershops. After the charts have been made, each group can pair up with
another, and share what they learned.

Materials:

•

Chart paper

• Markers
• Pencils
• The Figaro’s Sons—Short Documentary https://youtu.be/-EYEO8KfNFI
• Online sources for the history of barbering:
	   https://www.mensroombarbershop.com/history-of-the-barber/
	   https://www.nationalbarbermuseum.org/about/barbering-timeline
Lesson:
1. Gather students, and open a discussion about the occupation of a barber. What do they know about this job? Do
	  they know any barbers in their lives?
2. Split students into groups, and have them create a Know-Wonder-Learn chart—fill out the Know and Wonder part
3. Gather students again, and watch the short documentary The Figaro’s Sons.
4. Have students break off into their groups, and research the history of barbering. Students may look at online
	  sources, magazines, newspapers or local barber shops.
5. Fill in the Learn portion of the chart, what did you learn? What was an interesting fact you didn’t know about
	  barbering? What was something shocking about the history of barbering?
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

LESSON FOUR: LIBRETTO GONE WILD
Big Ideas:

Dance, drama, music and visual arts are each a unique language for creating and communicating. Artists experiment
in a variety of ways to discover new possibilities and perspectives.

Category:

After Performance/In-Depth

Overview:

Without words, opera would just be a series of melodies and harmonies, floating above an orchestra. The libretto
drives the story and artistic choices, and gives another layer of communication to the art form. Like in any foreign film,
we rely on subtitles. At the opera, this is one of the most important jobs! Imagine if the wrong subtitles were displayed,
the plot-line could be completely misinterpreted! The Barber of Seville has hilarious and witty text and many fun arias
and ensemble numbers. But it’s your job to make sure everyone understands what is going on.

Objective:

The objective of this lesson is to encourage students to connect to and modernize a section of the English libretto of
Rossini’s The Barber of Seville. With a copy of the libretto (Italian–English), students will re-write one of their
favourite scenes.

Materials:

•

Copy of English libretto https://www.pov.bc.ca/pdfs/barber-libretto-english-italian.pdf

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pencils
Lined paper/laptops
Suggested translations of libretto (see attached handout)
Chart paper/easel
Sharpies/markers
Access to YouTube (laptop, projector)
Headphones

Lesson:
1. With the suggested libretto handouts provided, watch each excerpt of The Barber of Seville and have students
	  make note of which one is their favourite
2. Divide students into pairs or groups of three depending what scene they connect to
3. Pass out materials, and have students begin to look at the English text circling or underlining words they would change
4. Have students create rough drafts of their new English libretto and submit for editing. The contemporary English
	  translation can have as many words as the teacher sees fit. Sometimes more is less, yet sometimes things need to be
	  expressed in full sentences.
5. With their rough drafts marked, students may begin writing/typing up their good copies. These do not have to be
	  paired with the Italian text.
6. In their groups, have students write out their scene on chart paper. This will be displayed at the same time the
	  YouTube clip is playing.
7. Students don’t have to worry about lining up their new English text with the Italian, simply have the aria playing in
	  the background, and allow the rest of the class to read the chart paper.
Modification:

For ELL, or any designated learners, upon teacher discretion, this activity could be altered to fit the needs of the entire
classroom. Students could re-write the text in the language of their choice, and could read it to the class. Students
could also dictate what the modern English should be, or they could draw pictures of what the modern-day
characters of The Barber of Seville may look like.

Extension:

After the students have written their own libretto, each group could put the text into motion by acting out the scene
using their own words! Students could read from their own English translations, and perform their short skits for the
class. Alternatively, scenes could be filmed and presented.
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THE BARBER OF SEVILLE – LIBRETTO
(SCENE OPTIONS: RE-WRITE THE ENGLISH)

“LARGO AL FACTOTUM” – FIGARO’S ARIA
Ready for everything by night or by day, always in bustle, in constant motion.
A better lot for a barber, a nobler life does not exist.
La la ran la la ran la, etc. Razors and combs, lancets and scissors, at my command everything’s ready. Then there are
“extras”, part of my trade, business for ladies and cavaliers... La la ran la...la...la.
Ah, what a merry life, what gay pleasures, for a barber of quality.
All call for me, all want me, ladies and children, old men and maidens.
I need a wig, I want a shave, leeches to bleed me, here, take this note.
All call for me, all want me,
I need a wig, I want a shave, here, take this note.
Ho, Figaro, Figaro, Figaro, etc. Heavens!
What a commotion! Heavens! What a crowd! One at a time, for pity’s sake.
Ho, Figaro! I am here! Figaro here, Figaro there, Figaro up, Figaro down. Quicker and quicker I go like greased
lightning, make way for the factotum of the city.
Ah, bravo, Figaro, bravo, bravissimo, On you good fortune will always smile.
La la ran la, etc. I am the factotum of the city.
Ah! ah! what a happy life! little fatigue, and much amusement, always with some money in my pocket, noble fruition of
my reputation.
Oh, what a life, what a trade!
Now, away to the shop!

“UNA VOCE POCO FA”- ROSINA’S ARIA
The voice I heard just now has thrilled my very heart.
My heart already is pierced and it was Lindoro who hurled the dart.
Yes, Lindoro shall be mine, I’ve sworn it, I’ll succeed.
My guardian won’t consent, but I will sharpen my wits, and at last, he will relent, and I shall be content.
Yes, Lindoro, I am docile, I am respectful, I am obedient, sweet and loving.
I can be ruled, I can be guided.
But if crossed in love, I can be a viper, and a hundred tricks I shall play before they have their way.
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FURTHER RESOURCES
Canadian Opera Company
http://files.coc.ca/pdfs/The_Barber_of_Seville_COC_Study_Guide_1415_v6.pdf
Opera America
https://operaamerica.org/applications/notes/files/ChicagoLyric_1314_BarberSevilleTeacher.pdf
Calgary Opera
https://www.calgaryopera.com/content/file/The_Barber_of_Seville_2017_Study_Guide_REVISED_2-Nov-17.pdf
For more information about Vancouver Opera’s Education Programs for elementary and secondary students, please visit
vancouveropera.ca
VANCOUVER OPERA EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Colleen Maybin

Jacci Collins

Director, Education and Community Engagement

Coordinator, Education and Community Programs

cmaybin@vancouveropera.ca

jcollins@vancouveropera.ca
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